Background subtraction is an important step used to segment moving regions in surveillance videos. However, cast shadows are often falsely labeled as foreground objects, which may severely degrade the accuracy of object localization and detection. Effective shadow detection is necessary for accurate foreground segmentation, especially for outdoor scenes. Based on the characteristics of shadows, such as luminance reduction, chromaticity invariance and texture invariance, we introduce a nonparametric framework for modeling surface behavior under cast shadows. To each pixel, we assign a potential shadow value with a confidence weight, indicating the probability that the pixel location is an actual shadow point. Given an observed RGB value for a pixel in a new frame, we use its recent spatio-temporal context to compute an expected shadow RGB value. The similarity between the observed and the expected shadow RGB values determines whether a pixel position is a true shadow. Experimental results show the performance of the proposed method on a suite of standard indoor and outdoor video sequences.
INTRODUCTION
Object detection is the first stage in many video processing applications such as video surveillance, traffic monitoring and human detection. However, moving cast shadows often lead to merging of objects, object loss, or shape distortion. The difficulties associated with shadow detection arise for the fact that shadows and objects share two important visual features. First, shadow points are detectable as foreground points since they typically differ from the background; second, shadows have the same motion as the true objects casting them. Shadows are caused by the occlusion of light sources and thus reduce the total energy incident on the background surface. Hence, shadow points have lower luminance values but similar chromaticity values. Further, the texture around a shadow point remains unchanged since shadows do not change the background surface.
In this paper, we propose a new approach to detect cast shadows based on the RGB color space. We consider a surface point with a lower luminance as a potential shadow point. Using the chromaticity invariance and texture invariance, we assign a confidence weight to the potential shadow point. To verify whether a potential shadow point is an actual shadow point, we compare the point with the expected shadow point of this pixel, as determined based on the pixel's recent spatio-temporal context. Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram for our general approach. 
Fig 1. Schematic diagram for our approach
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe our shadow model and the background model. Our proposed algorithm is presented in section 3. Section 4 presents the experimental results on indoor and outdoor sequences. Conclusions are drawn in section 5.
MODELING SHADOW & BACKGROUND

Shadow Model
An appearance of a surface depends on its reflectivity and the total energy incident at the surface. The basis of our approach is the Phong illumination reflection model [1] . It describes the way a surface is lit by reflecting the ambient light, the diffuse light and the specular light. By this model, we can determine how shadows appear on the surface.
For each surface point ) , ( y x P , the Phong model describes the illuminance ) , ( y x I at this point as follows: 
When a foreground object casts a shadow, some of the direct light sources are partially or completely blocked. Then, Eq. 2 becomes:
is the attenuation factor, which represents how the component of the j-th light source is blocked. This reduction in energy is depicted in Fig. 2 for the RGB color space.
Therefore, under the proposed shadow model, when a surface point is shaded, its value will fall close to its background value. This is because the color of the surface in shadow is similar to that in background. When the surface point is on the foreground object, its value always changes dramatically and far from the background value, since the color of a foreground object is usually different from that of the background. Our hypothesis is that, at a given surface point, the effect of shadows on the background remains constant over a short period of time, since the illumination condition will not change over a short period. Hence, one pixel's shadow values in recent sequence will cluster together and be close to the background value. We can learn from this temporal information to determine the pixel's behavior in shadows. For a given pixel, its observed value is a possible shadow value if it satisfies a luminance reduction constraint, and constraints due to chromaticity and local gradients. We call a pixel position with a possible shadow value a potential shadow point. For a given pixel in the current frame, we estimate its expected shadow value using historical potential shadow point values as recorded in its spatio-temporal context. And the shadow value can fall anywhere close to the vector BG .
Background Model
Our approach uses the well-known Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) described in [3] to detect the foreground object. Each pixel is modeled by multiple Gaussian distributions. GMM can effectively detect the moving pixels, including objects, shadow, and some erroneous pixels, in the current frame. We define:
where F GMM is the set of foreground pixels detected by GMM.
SHADOW DETECTION ALGORITHM
In this section, we describe our approach for learning and detecting cast shadows. We first apply the shadow luminance classifier to the foreground pixels detected by GMM to select the possible shadow samples. And then, we describe how to use the chromaticity and gradient features to update the shadow model. Finally, we detect shadows by using the temporal context. Our approach is pixel-based, and models the behavior of the pixel in shadows, while adapting rapidly to complex illumination environments.
Learning Moving Cast Shadow
Shadow Luminance Classifier
In first step of our algorithm, we use the shadow luminance classifier to filter out the pixels that are unlikely to be shadow points by checking each foreground pixel detected by the background model GMM. We refer to those pixels with less luminance than the corresponding background as potential shadow points. Our approach is based on a modification of the color model proposed by Horprasert et al. [4] . In this model, the change of a pixel's value is represented by the color model that separates brightness distortion from the chromaticity distortion component in RGB color space.
Given a pixel, 1 E represents the latest background value of a pixel obtained from GMM and 2 E represents the current value of the pixel in a current frame, we compute , the brightness distortion, and CD, the chromaticity distortion as follows: 
Though the shadow luminance classifier may not be very accurate, it can remove most areas belonging to the foreground objects. But it could still leave some isolated noise pixels and some foreground points. These noisy isolated pixels can be ignored. Hence, the main task is to separate the shadow points from the few foreground points.
Updating the Shadow Model
For each pixel, we record its temporal information as its shadow track. When the pixel is a potential shadow point in one frame, we will keep its value in the temporal history for that pixel.
Shadows reduce the luminance but retain the chromaticity and texture. Here, we evaluate the reliability of the pixel's historical shadow record using spectral and spatial features. We define the historical shadow record as a 2- For complex illumination environments we classify the historical shadow values into three categories namely, high shadow, medium shadow, and low shadow.
Global descriptor: Chromaticity confidence weight c w
The chromaticity distortion indicates the similarity between potential shadow value and background color value of the pixel. It has been used in earlier studies, for instance, as a condition on the threshold to decide which pixel is a shadow [4] , or used for statistics to tell if a point is subject to chromaticity distribution of shadow [5] . Here we use the chromaticity distortion to define the chromaticity confidence weight. Using various video sequences with different illumination conditions, we construct the histogram of CD values, where CD is the chromaticity distortion between potential shadow point and corresponding background point. Our observation is that these different histograms have the same tendency: those near 0 CD have lager probability. When the CD value increases, the probability decreases exponentially.
In our approach, we established one global histogram of CD values for all pixels in a video sequence and update it for each frame using Eq. (9) Thus, the confidence weight for chromaticity is the CD 's probability of occurrence.
Local descriptor: Gradient confidence weight g w Sometimes, the foreground object has very similar features to the background in terms of spectral characteristics. Shadow area is semi-transparent and represents the same textural characteristics between current frame and background. Within a local area under shadow, we can expect that pixels have similar energy change. To capture such local feature of shadows, we define a local normalized gradient cross correlation (see Eq. 10).
We define a local area (a 3×3 window) centered at a potential shadow point, and use Eq. 10 to calculate correlation. We call this the gradient confidence weight. 
Detecting Moving Cast Shadows
Detecting shadow regions with temporal information
For each potential shadow point X in 2 M , we have a sequence of corresponding shadow class historical records
with the largest weights from these historical records. We consider these ' N records as the most reliable ones, and use the weight function to estimate the expected shadow point value ) ( X E
The parameters N and ' N can be chosen and reflect the adaptability of our algorithm for different illumination conditions. Then we compare each potential shadow point with its corresponding expected shadow point by calculating and the CD value between X and ) ( X E . We propose the luminance constraint and chromaticity constraint to determine the similarity between the potential shadow point and the expected shadow point.
Luminance constraint: A potential shadow point must have a similar luminance with the expected shadow point. The points that meet this constraint are captured as follows::
Chromaticity constraint: We use an automatic threshold selection method to detect the actual shadow point from We use r = 90% which works well for both the indoor and outdoor scenes. Thus, we get the final shadow point set:
Spatial information for shadow correction
When the foreground objects are similar to the background in shadow properties, a shadow detection error may occur (see blue pixels in Fig. 5 ). According to the geometric property of shadow, we know that shadows are always around foreground objects. Hence, most of the boundary of actual shadow regions should be adjacent to the background pixels. We analyze each connected shadow region based on the geometric property of shadow. Using DFS(Depth First Search), we determine the connected shadow regions in 4 M and get the boundary of each shadow region. If the ratio of boundary pixels adjacent to the background pixels is greater than 50%, this shadow region is considered as the actual shadow. Otherwise, this region will be corrected as foreground region. It can be seen in Fig. 4 that the blue pixels will be corrected as the foreground pixels. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present visual results from a suite of standard indoor and outdoor video sequences. The sequences LABORATORY, INTELLIGENT ROOM and HALLWAY are indoor scenes, while CAMPUS1, CAMPUS2 and HIGHWAY are outdoor scenes. In these sequences, shadows range from small to large, dark to light and the object type, size and speed vary considerably. We also compare the quantitative accuracy of the proposed method with other approaches. Fig. 5 shows results of the proposed method using sample video sequences. The first column is the original sequence, the second column is the foreground and shadow detected by GMM, the third column is the shadow detected by our approach and the fourth column is the final foreground objects.
Qualitative Results
To show the effectiveness of the proposed method, the results presented here are raw data and without any post-processing. In all cases, we can observe the isolated points (salt and pepper noise), which can be removed using post-processing. 
Quantitative Results
For quantitative evaluation, we use two metrics: shadow detection rate , related to the percentage of shadow pixels correctly detected, and shadow discrimination rate , related to points both wrongly detected as foreground and shadow pixels, defined in [6] . These are defined as follows:: TP is the number of ground truth pixels of the foreground objects minus the number of pixels detected as shadows, but belongs to foreground objects. We use a balanced metric: Fscore.
2 Fscore Tables 1 and 2 show comparative quantitative results on indoor and outdoor sequences, grouped by the prior work that studied the sequences. The results for other approaches are taken directly from the corresponding references. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a new shadow model and a pixel-based algorithm capable of detecting cast shadows in various scenes. It takes a short time to learn the shadows and is robust in detecting cast shadows. The algorithm assigns some confidence value to the potential shadow point in order to learn the shadows. Confidence values are determined using invariant characteristics of the shadows. The method then uses appropriate spatio-temporal contexts of a pixel to estimate its shadow value in the next frame. Qualitative and quantitative results presented in this paper validate our approach. We are currently studying ways to further improve the approach, for instance, by adapting the color ratio model [10] in the analysis of pixel values.
